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Marquee Tag: 

 

The <marquee> tag is a container tag of HTML is implemented for 

creating scrollable text or images within a web page from either left to 

right or vice versa, or top to bottom or vice versa. But this tag has 

been deprecated in the new version of HTML, i.e., HTML 5. 

Attribute of <marquee> tag: 

 

1. Width: provides the width or breadth of a marquee.  

Example: 

<marquee width=”50%”>This is a marquee tag</marquee> 

2. Height: provides the height or length of a marquee. 

Example: 

<marquee height=”50%”>This is a marquee tag</marquee> 

3. Direction: provides the scrolling direction of marquee. The value of 

this attribute can be: left, right, up or down. 

Example: 

<marquee height=”50%” direction=”up”>This is a marquee 

tag</marquee> 

4. Scrollamount: provides value for speeding the marquee. Marquee 

speed can be changed using the "scrollmount" attribute. 

 For example, if we are using scrollmount = "1" then it sets the 

marque to scroll very slowly, and as we increase the "scrollmount," 

the scrolling speed will also increase. 

5. Behavior: provides the scrolling type in a marquee. That scrolling 

can be like sliding, scrolling or alternate. 

Example: 

<marquee height=”50%” direction=”up” behavior=”alternate”>This 

is a marquee tag</marquee>. 

6. Scrolldelay: provides a feature whose value will be used for 

delaying among each jump. The value of scrolldelay in milliseconds. 

Example: 

<marquee height=”50%” direction=”up” scrolldelay=”250”>This is 

a marquee tag</marquee>. 
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7. Bgcolor: provides a background color where the value will be either 

the name of the color or the hexadecimal color-code. 

8. Vspace: provides a vertical space and its value can be like: 

vspace="20" or vspace="10%". 

9. Hspace: provides a horizontal space and its value can be like: 

vspace="20" or vspace="10%". 

 

Event attribute of marquee: 

 

1. Onmouseover: script runs when mouse pointer moves over an 

element. 

 

2. Onmouseout: script runs when mouse pointer moves out an 

element. 

        Example: 

 

<marquee height=”50%” onmouseover=”stop();” 

onmouseout=”start();”>This is a marquee tag</marquee>. 

 

 

 

         

 

 


